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Abstract 

Now, during the day of building, the entrepreneurs have produced their construction equipment 
to achieve the greatest production at the lowest possible building price. This can be optimized by 
either having a qualified man authority or by automating the system in order to have the greatest 
production of parameters like accuracy, precision, quality and cycle time. In the first situation, 
continuous work of the same nature will result in less efficient fatigue. Thus, if the workplace is 
of the same type, it would be better to automate the system.Increased effectiveness, precision and 
quality can be also achieved with automation. Contractors also deal with the level of safety for 
employees; automation also offers a solution on both employee and machine safety aspects. This 
is an inviting edition and a fresh innovative idea in which the manual approach is considered an 
optimal alternative. The project concerns the design and manufacture of semi-automatic wall 
treatment machines. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Today's building revolution made the entrepreneurs equip their building in order to achieve the 
greatest production at minimum building costs. Parameters such as accuracy, accuracy, and 
quality and cycle time must be optimized to achieve maximum performance. Either by qualified 
workers or the automation of the system, this is feasible. Because demand for building is 
constantly on the rise, contractors are compelled to expand their structure and also building 
quality to stay competitive.In most nations, building is the biggest financial sector, accounting 
for 10–20% of the GNP. It remains dependent on labor and the majority of the tasks are repeated. 
Any country's development depends on the construction industry; therefore, for many industrial 
sectors, it has primary financial importance. Intense competition, qualified labor shortages and 
technological progress in the building sector is forcing fast changes and thus promoting its 
automation. Buildings, apartment structures, complexes, stores and homes are fundamental 
human needs.Plastering is needed to decorate the wall in this building region. Plastering or 
plastering relates to the buildings or ornaments made of plaster, for example plaster layer on an 
internal wall or ornamental plaster moulding on the ceilings or the walls. The instruments and 
materials include trunks, floats, hammers, screws, fur-trees, scratches, utility knives, laths, fur-
nagles, lime, sand, Paris plaster, several cements and multiple color wash ingredients. 
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WORKING 

The machine is attached to the wall to ensure that the edges of the blade touch the wall. The 
wallpaper is then transferred to the machine box that carries the wallpaper. Depending on the 
quantity of wall protection to be placed on the wall the inclined column is adapted to the 
necessary angle of inclination. The box with the pad is reduced to the height needed. The user 
then activates the engine that lifts the case using a pulley and a cable system? The push rod 
which slides on the inclined column tends to move inward in the case due to the upwards motion 
of the box[1], [2].The push rod with a platform and rubber pad inside the box at the other end 
retains the box and stops the paste from leaking out[3], [4]. The inner movement of the pushing 
rod allows the pressure to be applied on the glue moving out of the slit on the other hand of the 
box to allow the glue to drop onto the surface of the blade[5], [6]. The upwards movement 
allows the pads to be mounted on the wall surface when they rest on the wall[7]. 

 
RESULT AND CONCLUSION 

 
The Semi-Automated Cement Plaster was effectively designed and manufactured on a range of 
wall surfaces. On walls, the outcome was significantly smooth. 
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